Radiation Stress
The spinning core of the earth sets up a huge natural magnetic field and generates electrical charges. Through time,
humans have adapted to this mild radiation. In fact, it is beneficial and even essential for our health to experience
these Schumann waves (7.8 Hz) as well as solar and cosmic radiation.
However, in our modern world, we are now constantly bombarded and exposed to million times higher radiation
coming from external sources eg:
household electricity (fridge,
TV
nuclear radiation
hair dryers, baby monitors etc)
bed-side alarms
high-altitude flying
mobile phones
microwaves
and geopathic stress
computers, iPad
radar
Wi-Fi
x-rays
Because humans are vertical, we act like antennae for these electromagnetic impulses (EMFs). We also “gain” more
of this radiation from irradiated food products. Wow! The worst part is that this is a silent stress that enters the body
unchecked – one that we don’t see, smell, taste, hear or feel until the signs and symptoms show up.
This radiation directly affects our cell structure and function by stimulating a chemical response in the body and
indirectly by being stored in the water of the body. (Remember: Water has memory!)
So, it affects our metabolism, cell growth, hormone production and immune system. It disturbs the pH and affects
the oxygen-carrying capacity of our red blood cells.
This may clinically present as:
anaemia
listlessness
cancers
brain fog
painful joints
arthritis
fatigue
infections
thyroid issues etc.
Geopathic stress occurs when the earth’s natural radiation is interrupted by abnormalities in the earth’s crust,
underground water veins, fissures and faults. The effects are more pronounced when located near a sleep zone or in
the workplace where one spends a lot of time.
Signs and symptoms of geopathic stress in the sleep zone
breathing difficulties /
grinding teeth
asthma
waking tired
cold feet or legs in bed
excessive sleep need
disturbed sleep
inflammation of veins
talking in sleep
perspiration “attacks”
during night
nightmares
sudden cries while
restless legs
sleeping

calves cramp
In Children:
bedwetting
getting out of bed
rocking upper body
rolling and banging head

How can BICOM Bioresonance assist?
The effects of EMF and Geopathic radiation stress can be tested using specific test vials and treatment can be offered
to counteract the effects.
Treatment may include: BICOM Radiation Programs, Specific recommendations to remediate home / sleep zone and
office as well as treatment of specifically affected organs.

If you are suffering from any of the symptoms mentioned above, then consider making
an appointment with us.
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